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the rules in court, alleging that they go too far.6 The 

key substantive requirements of the rules are summa-

rized below, followed by a more detailed discussion of 

their impacts and the reaction to them.

Overview of the New Rules
Master Hydraulic Fracturing Plan. As a result of the 

new rules, an operator must submit a master hydraulic 

fracturing plan (“MHFP”) with its drilling permit appli-

cation or with its Sundry Notice and Report on Wells 

as a notice of intent.7 An operator must also submit 

a new MHFP if the operator becomes aware of any 

significant new information regarding the geology of 

the area, the stimulation operation, or the impacts of 

the hydraulic fracturing operation.8 The MHFP must 

include fairly detailed information about the hydraulic 

fracturing project including information on the well-

bore geology, the location of faults and fractures in 

close proximity to the wellbore, possible encounters 

with usable water (generally defined as water contain-

ing less than 10,000 parts per million of total dissolved 

solids), specific estimates related to the proposed 

hydraulic fracturing process such as the estimated 

direction and length of fractures, and a plan for han-

dling fluids recovered.9

The U.S. Department of the Interior (“DOI”) released 

final rules regulating hydraulic fracturing activities on 

federal and tribal lands on March 20, 2015.1 The new 

rules were codified in the Federal Register at 43 C.F.R. 

Part 3160 on March 26, 2015.2 Unless the courts or 

Congress intervene, the new rules will become effec-

tive on June 24, 2015.3 The new rules serve to signifi-

cantly expand federal regulations governing hydraulic 

fracturing by providing additional testing and report-

ing requirements as well as heightened standards 

applicable to the management of recovered fluids. 

These rules do not apply to drilling on private lands.

The new rules are DOI’s attempt to take a path that 

goes between the demands of environmental advo-

cates for strict new regulation on hydraulic fracturing 

on federal lands and the equally strong voice of the 

oil and gas industry asking for the regulation of these 

activities to be left to the states. Some estimate the 

new rules will add only about $5,500 to the cost of drill-

ing a new well, while others believe a better estimate 

is more than $97,000.4 In addition to these costs, the 

new rules are sure to generate ongoing disputes and 

controversies. Some environmental advocates wanted 

the rules to be more stringent.5 Meanwhile, some 

industry groups and one state are already challenging 
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Drilling Activities. During well construction, the new regula-

tions focus on protecting usable water.10 To accomplish this, 

operators must design and implement a casing program that 

follows best practices in the industry and perform a mechani-

cal integrity test to confirm well integrity.11 During the hydrau-

lic fracturing operation, an operator must monitor annulus 

pressure at the bradenhead and ensure pressure does not 

exceed certain thresholds.12 If test results during well con-

struction or during the hydraulic fracturing operation show 

reason for concern, an operator must take corrective action.13 

The new regulations generally require that all fluids recov-

ered during hydraulic fracturing operations be stored in rigid 

enclosed, covered, or netted and screened above-ground 

tanks that do not have a capacity exceeding 500 barrels.14 

Thus, operators will no longer be able to use open pits for 

storage of wastewater unless subject to a limited exception.

Post-Drilling Requirements. At the end of the hydraulic 

fracturing project, an operator must generally provide cer-

tain reports and certifications within 30 days of complet-

ing the last stage of the fracturing operation.15 The final 

federal regulations require disclosure of fluids used in the 

fracking process.16 Specifically, an operator must provide a 

description of the fluids and additives used in the frac fluid, 

including the trade name, supplier, purpose, ingredients, 

Chemical Abstract Service Number, maximum ingredient 

concentration in additive (percent by mass), and maximum 

ingredient concentration in hydraulic fracturing fluid (per-

cent by mass).17 The regulations require disclosures to occur 

through the use of FracFocus, a website managed by the 

Ground Water Protection Council and Interstate Oil and Gas 

Compact Commission.18 Operators can seek an exemption 

for the requirements for information that qualifies as a “trade 

secret.”19 Depending on the application of the trade secret 

exemption, the actual impact the disclosure requirements will 

have on operators will vary.

Industry Impact
Certain aspects of these rules resemble rules already in 

place in many states. For example, 20 states (including states 

that are friendly to the oil and gas industry such as Texas, 

Oklahoma, and Louisiana) already require operators to make 

certain disclosures to FracFocus regarding the composi-

tion of the frac fluid used in hydraulic fracturing projects.20 

However, the federal rules differ from the disclosure require-

ments in most states in that both names and maximum con-

centrations must be disclosed.21 These rules seem to go 

further than state regulation in certain other areas too. For 

example, the new regulations provide fairly stringent rules 

about how fluids recovered during hydraulic fracturing opera-

tions must be stored.22 This is in contrast to some states, such 

as Pennsylvania, which provide a wider array of acceptable 

options for storing fluids recovered from hydraulic fracturing 

operations.23 While the government has projected these new 

rules will result in additional costs of approximately $5,500 

per well, the industry believes the new costs will be more than 

$97,000 per well.24

The Path Forward
The path forward in wake of these new rules is unclear, as 

the regulations have received praise by some and criticism 

from others. The Bureau of Land Management has stated that 

this rule may serve as a model for states desiring to craft 

legislation for regulating drilling activities on private land.25 

U.S. Representative Tom Reed of New York has suggested 

that the state of New York look to these new regulations and 

attempt to draft state legislation that provides a way forward 

for developing the Marcellus Shale in New York.26

However, despite receiving praise from some public officials 

and environmental groups, others from these groups and 

those in the oil and gas industry have voiced strong opposi-

tion to the new rules. Certain congressional members have 

already introduced legislation that would leave fracking 

regulations completely in the hands of the states.27 Further, 

some industry groups and states, such as Wyoming and 

North Dakota, have already begun questioning the legality 

of these regulations.28 Two industry groups have filed a peti-

tion for review in federal court in Wyoming alleging that the 

DOI enacted these regulations without sufficient evidence to 

support the need for them.29 Further, the groups allege the 

regulations constitute arbitrary and unnecessary burdens 

that duplicate state law or improperly curtail the jurisdic-

tion of state governments and are not properly tailored to 

achieve a legitimate government purpose.30 On March 26, 

2015, Wyoming became the first state to challenge the DOI’s 

authority to enact the rules by alleging the rules exceed the 

DOI’s authority and usurp existing state regulations.31 
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